L4230 LIBERTY & BASH (USA, 1990)
(Other titles: Crime task force; So cool)

Credits: director, Myrl A. Schreibman; writers, Tina Plackinger, Myrl A. Schreibman.
Summary: Vigilante action film set in contemporary Los Angeles. Two Army veterans, Liberty (O'Keeffe) and Bash (Ferrigno), are working with city youths to help them stay out of crime and make a positive contribution to their community. Jesse (Eden), a friend of the two from Army days, gets mixed up with drug dealers and is killed leading Liberty and Bash to declare a new war of their own on the neighborhood drug dealers. The vigilante pair are mis-identified as Vietnam veterans by several web sites (IMDB, MSN Movies, and Reel.com) but their military ties as described in the film only go back to 1979 in Central America.

No known reviews. This was a direct to video release in Nov. 1990. Citation from the Internet Movie Database (http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0100015/)
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